
Moon Chats
→ connecting your intuition ; creating your reality ←

The powerful force of our solar system affects the general energy and vibrations here on planet
earth. Each unique planetary transit correlates with speci�c qualities, motivations, and
energetic pulls that we may experience as a collective. This month, the stars and planets are
quite active! Let’s see what is in store for us!

☿ Mercury in Virgo (August 5-25, 2022)
-Mercury is the ancient god of communication, reason, and intelligence. It is our built-in

data processor;  ruling how we take in, process, and share information. Mercury reveals
tendencies around our learning and communication styles.  Broadly de�ned, mercury is the
connection of our mind and our voice.

-Virgos are represented by the virgin and offer their purity, attentiveness, practicality
and mental clarity to the rest of the zodiac. Virgo placements are often reflected in humans
through: increased focus; attention to detail; analytical perspectives; grounded energy; and,
keeping things “neat and tidy” + “clean and simple”.

-Mercury is exalted in Virgo making this a positive planetary aspect and placement. As a
collective, energies we may feel during this transit are:

★ Aha moments!
★ To-do lists a mile long and all the energy to complete each task
★ Craving simplicity and order
★ More logical than usual; leading from a place of reason over emotion
★ Focus, determination, perfectionism
★ Colors: navy blue, silver, gray

♀ Venus in Leo (August 11-September 4, 2022)
-Venus is the ancient goddess of love, beauty, partnership and desire; she is Aphrodite.

Her primary role is connection and the way that we strive to connect. Venus reveals what we
�nd beauty in, qualities we are attracted to, and how we approach relationships.

-Leos are represented by the lion and offer their sense of self, connection with the sun,
pride, and leadership abilities to the rest of the zodiac. Leo placements are often reflected in
humans through: owning the spotlight; living life boldly; gregariousness; showmanship;
generosity; charisma and inner �re.

-Venus is neither exalted nor in detriment in Leo making this a parigran planetary
aspect and placement (neutral energy). As a collective, energies we may feel during this transit
are:

★ Passion! PDA!

→ as above ; so below ←
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★ Physical and emotional grati�cation
★ Feeling power in partnerships; leading your team/family/relationship towards

new goals
★ Grand gestures; generous acts; extravagance
★ Prioritize self care; be pampered; treat yourself! Be golden!
★ Colors: red, orange, gold

🌕 Full Moon in Aquarius (August 11, 2022)
Full moons occur when the moon moves in its orbit so that the earth is “between”  the

moon and the sun. The light of the moon so visible to us illuminates the shadows in ourselves
so that we can reflect and refocus. This is a time to let go of things that are no longer serving
our greatest good, offer gratitude, and make space for what is to come!

-Aquarians are represented as the water bearers and offer their gift of truth,
authenticity, freedom, individuality,  knowledge, and detachment to the rest of the zodiac.
Aquarian placements are often reflected in humans through: being light seekers; progressive
big picture ideas; clear thinking; a sense of expansion; and, freedom from emotional agendas.
They are highly attuned to a sense of “brotherhood”, friendship, and humanitarian pursuits.

-Utilize the energy of this transit by pondering any unhealthy attachments you could
release; what “norms” are no longer serving you; what part of your identity is no longer aligned
with the “future you”; and how you can take greater responsibility for your purpose in life.
Another key aspect to this full moon is the completion of something (an idea, action,
conversation, etc.) begun in February 2021 that was revisited in November 2021. New structures
around this are likely to begin merging.

♂ Mars in Gemini (August 20-March 25, 2023)
-Mars is the ancient god of war. It is our will, drive, intention and action. Mars reveals

our passions and how we take action in pursuit of our desires.
-Geminis are represented as the twins (duality & adaptability)  and offer their direct

communication style, intellect & social skills to the rest of the zodiac. Gemini placements are
often reflected in humans through: flighty, free spirited nature; quick wit; charm; and vast
knowledge. The other side of the Twin is their indecision; restlessness; sharp tongue &
dramatics.

-Mars is neither exalted nor in detriment in Gemini making this a parigran planetary
aspect and placement (neutral energy). As a collective, energies we may feel are:

★ Scattered ; unfocused ; hot and cold
★ Changing your mind; not completing tasks or projects

→ as above ; so below ←
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★ Busy! Social!
★ Watch your words! Tendency to use them as a weapon
★ Fidgety ; restless ; nervous - yikes!
★ Stay grounded during this transit and be mindful of remaining heart centered.
★ Express energy through mental + tactile projects like musical instruments and

puzzles

🌑 New Moon in Virgo (August 27, 2022)
New moons occur when the moon’s orbit around earth comes between the earth and the

sun making the surface of the moon appear dark. In the quiet darkness, our deeper needs and
bigger dreams may come to fruition. This is a time of expansion, manifesting, planting seeds of
growth, and asking the universe for what you want!

Since we already learned a little about Virgo energy - utilize the energy of this transit by
pondering how you can grow/what you can manifest that is related to the way you process and
share information and ideas. What could you simplify in your life? What do you need to bring
order and cleanliness to? What is a new way you can communicate and share with others?

→ as above ; so below ←


